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Michel Foucault’s 

Discipline & Punish: The Birth of the Prison 
 
 
While you read Foucault’s Discipline and Punish, I’d like you to do a few things. 

 
1 .   Read  with  a  pen  in  hand  and  notepaper  by  your  side. 
 

Underline parts that you think may be key statements or summaries of Foucault’s position, passages you don’t 
understand, and sections that you might want to return to. 

 
Make tables of the oppositions and explanations that Foucault uses (for example, what characterizes the difference 
between a “terror” and “discipline” society). 

 
I’m asking you to do this in order to practice focusing on the “hot spots” of a big text, the key passages that you 
(or other critics) might use to ground and signpost their arguments. 

 
By making a skeleton of the argument, you’ll be able to think more clearly about what points you want to further 
explore, take issue with, or complicate in your own thought and writing. 

 
 
2. After  you  read  a  section,  take  stock  of  the  argument’s  flow. 
 

Think about what Foucault argued in the section and what questions he poses that he’ll move to explain in the 
next section. In other words, think of the text as a series of questions and answers, which speak to one another 
“across the space” of the section breaks. Conceptualizing the text as a dynamic argument, rather than static 
thesis (a statement that 
gets said and then insistently repeated, as if reiteration equals persuasion) will be useful when we turn to literary 
narratives. Literary narratives “think in print” about social issues and problems. Sometimes they have solutions, 
other times they run aground. It’s this difference that makes reading texts in light of a common problematic 
interesting. 

 
Before you actually read the Foucault section, you might want to review this workbook in order to help notice the 
argument. But don’t take my outline as gospel. Vary the ways in which you use the workbook, sometimes 
reading it after you read the text, sometimes before. 

 
 
3.  Think of  practical  examples  of  what  Foucault  is  arguing. 

 
 
4.  Consider  how  Foucault’s  arguments  may  (or  may  not)  illuminate  your  own  personal  
experiences and  interests. 
 

Foucault is writing a history, but he calls it a history of the present. His motive is to look at the past in order to 
explain our present condition. Does this narrative speak to you as a subject in modern society? Does it feel 
relevant? If you disagree with Foucault, why did you disagree? 
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Part Two:  Punishment/Generalized Punishment 
 

In this section, Foucault treats the mid-late 18C phase, the age of punishment, which spans the revolutionary 
period. The phase is not as clear-cut as the earlier and later one, since it represents a transitional period, and thus 
contains aspects of all three phases. Foucault will explain why as the section continues. As always, keep in mind what 
terminology Foucault uses for each phase. For instance, he will argue that each period has a kind of vision, an optic, 
attached to it. The Ancien Regime one is spectacle, the next is semiotic theatre, and the 19C one is surveillance. 
Foucault almost never confuses his terminology! 

 
 

73.     Protests against public executions (the terror system) “proliferated in the second half of the eighteenth century” 
among lawyers, parliamentarians, and popular petitions: “the physical confrontation between the sovereign and the 
condemned man must end; this hand-to-hand fight between the vengeance of the prince and the contained anger of 
the people, through the mediation of the victim and the executioner, must be concluded.” 

 
The terror system became dangerous as “it provided a support for a confrontation between the violence of a king  
and the violence of the people.” Once the public became accustomed to seeing blood flow by the king, it might want 
to do this for itself. 

 
74.     The rejection of torture was a rejection of the king’s right to touch (or maim) the body of his subjects. But 
Foucault says that the rejection of despotism came before the rhetoric of “humanitarian” sentiment.  In other words, 
popular politics preceded ethics; the middle class wanted to resist the king and needed a (self) justifying language, 
which was the language of humanitarianism. Later, the idea of the individual’s civil rights, the “man-measure,” became 
attached to an idea of “humanity” (leniency) and “measure” (empiricism/quantification). The bourgeois used a language 
of sentiment,  mainly  from Rousseau, here: “a cry from the heart or from an outraged nature.” Suddenly the king 
became represented as unnatural, rather than representing the natural Chain of Being. 

 
Foucault asks how did the two elements of “measure” and “humanity” get fused (articulated) to form a “single 
strategy” to displace damaging the body? 

 
75.     In 18C crimes lost their “intensity, but at the cost of greater intervention”. There was a decrease in violent 
crimes (of rebellion), but an increase in crimes against property. Similarly, the criminal no longer seems a marginal 
figure, “quick to act, quick to anger,” but  now more “cunning, sly,  calculating.” The image of the criminal changes 
from men acting against despotism to men damaging society, where society is defined as private property. 

 
76.     The shift from violent attacks to the more or less direct seizure of goods, from “mass criminality” to  a 
“marginal criminality,’ and Foucault argues that the object of crime changed even before the end of torture. 

 
77.     The shift  from criminality   of  blood  to  a criminality   of  fraud is  part of  “a  whole  complex  
mechanism” involving the increase in wealth, higher juridical and moral values based on property relations, stricter 
methods of surveillance, partitioning of the population, more efficient means of locating and obtaining information 
(the police), and extension and refinement of punitive practices. [Note period used immediately precedes the French 
Revolution; the move here is that Foucault is  arguing that middle class conflict began to  change society even before 
the Revolution;  hence he’s shying  away  from attributing social change to “great dates and events.” Additionally, 
he’s arguing, like Tocqueville, against the  Revolution’s radical break. 

 
Foucault also dissents from a history that describes “change [as belonging] to the domain of the spirit and the 
subconscious.” He means that historical change does have some intentional strategy behind it; It’s rejection of a Hegelian 
“history of ideas.” 
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78. “What was emerging no doubt was not so much a new respect for the humanity of the condemned - torture was still 
frequent in the execution of even minor criminals- as a tendency towards a more finely tuned justice, towards a closer penal 
mapping of the social body. Following a circular process, the threshold of the passage to violent crimes rises, intolerance to 
economic  offenses  increases,  controls  become  more  thorough,  penal  interventions  at  once  more  numerous  and  more 
premature.” 

 
78-81 Foucault argues that middle-class jurists launched a critique against the Ancien Regime’s system of justice. They had 
three specific complaints about the unfair, un-”natural” system 

 
1. Judgeships were sold or hereditary, thus keeping professional advancement out of the hands of the middle-class 

 
2. There was a contradiction between the king making laws and executing them. The system was liable to corruption. 

 
3. Because of the proliferation of courtships, there was no logical consistency to what courts could rule on what matters. The 
system overlapped and created loopholes. (79) “The criticism of the reformers was directed not so much at the weakness or 
cruelty of those in authority as at a bad economy of power. 

 
They also complained about the “super-power” of the monarch, who was outside of law’s purview. 

 
80.     These complaints led to a new strategy regarding the power to punish, a desire that it become more “rationalized,” more 
“reasonable.” 

 
81.     Argues that penal reform came as a result of “different interests” to create a new political economy of power. Some were 
philosophers, “who regarded themselves as enemies of despotism and friends of mankind”; some were parliamentarians, and 
some were also lawyers and magistrates fed up with the system. 

 
Thus change came about because different interests converged. 

 
82-86. Foucault now talks about a socio-political strategy about how the middle-class used the lower-classes in  the fight 
against the nobility. In the time there was a “popular illegality” of small crimes, like using the land for pasturing animals or 
more simply taking odds from the forests and fields, which the middle-class encouraged as a means of delegitimizing the 
nobility. The period saw an overlapping of semi-criminalized, ranging from run-away apprentices to deserting soldiers to domestic 
servants (83). This is the birth of plebian solidarity. 

 
84.     By the second half of the 18C, there was a shift of crimes that involved “the illegality of rights” (85) to the “illegality 
of property rights.” Foucault argues that the bourgeoisie encouraged popular crimes against feudal hereditary property-holding 
as a tactic, but when it came to the laboring class taking their own property, the middle class energetically prosecuted crime. 
One way to think about the difference between popular illegality and crime is when people take office supplies from their place 
of work. Clearly this  isn’t  legal, but  bosses often look  the other way. Nicking pens and paperclips is  “illegal” but  not 
prosecuted as a “crime.” 

 
85. A key site of concern was the customary pilfering that went on in the London warehouses, of goods from the West Indies, 
mainly sugar. The old “rights” to take odds and sods became a crime of “theft.” 

 
86. The middle-class became worried about 1) the complicity between managers and workmen; 2) a network that circulated 
pilfered goods, and 3) counterfeiting. 

 
87.     Key summation statement. 
“Or, to put it another way, the economy of illegalities was restructured with  the development of capitalist society. The 

illegality of property was separated from the illegality of rights…at the same time as this split was taking place…[was] the 
point of junction between the struggle against the super-power and that against the infra-power of acquired and tolerated 
illegalities.” 

 
[In short, the middle class created the difference between breaking the law to  resist the king  (being illegal for rights) and 
breaking the law by stealing from the middle class (being illegal for theft). The middle-class emphasized crimes  against 
property because that was the object that the laboring classes could most  easily enact. Now, the middle-classes began “to 
reserve to itself the illegality of rights” (the customary rights that previously peasants claimed) because the middle-class knew 
that it could afford to pay the lawyers that would manipulate the legal system for them. Laborers can’t afford to go to court in 
this way. Thus, the justice system became the preserve of the middle-class. 

 
88.     Criminals began to be represented as threats to society, rather than threats to the monarch. 
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89.     “It was because the pressure on popular illegalities had become, at the period of the Revolution, then under the Empire, 
and finally throughout the nineteenth century, an essential imperative, that reform was able to pass from the project stage to 
that of an institution and set of practices.” 

 
Notice the terminology. A “project” is an idea, which becomes something else when “a set of practices” becomes tied to 
“institutions.” Keep the practices + institution=  in mind for the section on discipline. 

 
89-90. “At the level of principles, this new strategy falls easily into the general theory of the contract.” (i.e. the new type of 
punishment models itself on marketplace exchanges). 

 
How does penality change from torture to discipline? 

 
Key overview paragraph on the new strategy of punishment, “discipline,” and how it treats the body differently. 

 
“Shift the object and change the scale. Define new tactics in order to reach a target that is now subtle but also more 

widely spread in the social body. Find new techniques for adjusting punishment to it and adapting its effects. Lay down new 
principles for regularizing, refining, universalizing the art of punishing. Homogenize its application. Reduce its economic and 
political costs by increasing its effectiveness and by multiplying its circuits. In short, constitute a new economy and a new 
technology of the power to punish: these are no doubt the essential raisons d’être of penal reform in the eighteenth century.” 
All this takes on the form of the contract. Foucault means two things here. Firstly, Rousseau’s notion of the social contract, 
social consensus. Secondly, liberalism’s notion of a contract between two individuals. The middle-class blurs the distinction 
because it, as Marx notes, takes the middle-class subject as universal and normative. So to violate contractual relations is felt 
to be a violation of the social contract. “The right to punish has been shifted from the vengeance of the soveign to the ddefence 
of property.” 

 
91.     The strategy of shifting punishment to a matter of property rights comes as the bourgeois jurists propose a rhetoric of 
“humanity” and disgust at the torture system, as if the “sensibility” of the speaker now allows him to act. 

 
Foucault says that the middle-class constructs a monster,” who violates social norms, fusing the lower classes and the monarch 
together as outside social norms. 

 
By emphasizing “sensibility,” the judges shift the focus from marking the body to marking the “heart.” But this heart is also 
one that calculates the cause of crime. Sensibility is a social regulator, a form of rationalizing a mode of training. 

 
Instead of the monarch who tortures for revenge, the middle-class punishes lest the crime be repeated by others. When Foucault 
says, (93) “The last crime cannot but remain unpunished,” he means that the point of punishment is to prevent others from 
mimicking it. If Robinson Carusoe committed a crime alone on the island, it wouldn’t matter in this viewpoint. Only when 
someone is there to potentially watch and follow, does the act become criminal. The key thing now is to “punish exactly to 
prevent repetition” (93). Crime becomes secularized as god is taken out of the question. 

 
This is the rise of semiotic punishments, punishing through signs. 

 
94-96. The major rules of the new semiotics of punishment. 

 
1. The rule of minimum quantity. Balance the benefits of crime against its punishment. 

 

2. The  rule  of  sufficient   ideality. Punishment is effective when it counters the advantage of crime. Thus,  the 
body is to be used not as the subject of pain, but as an object of representation. Balance “motive” (rather than act) 
with the “idea” of punishment. 

 

3.  The  rule  of  lateral   effects.  The penalty must  have as its  main purpose an effect  on  those  who  haven’t 
committed the crime. Punishment must be preventive, prophylactic. Link the idea of each crime to an idea of its 
punishment - specialize punishments to fuse the signifier and signified. 

4. The  rule  of  perfect  certainty. Punishment  must  be clear, unarbitrary and knowable in  advance, unlike the 
caprice of the absolute ruler’s moods. Here printing the legal code is vital. 

5. The rule of common truth. The trial process must be able to be seen by all and felt to be rational. It must be 
public. Guilt must be deductively, not inductively, proved. 

6. The  rule  of  optimal  specification. The punishment must fit the  crime. Punishment is mimetic. Re-enact the 
crime for all to see. Remove any possible loopholes by assigning all crimes with  classifications. “Collect” the 
crimes into categories; leave nothing un-named. 
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99. With this individualization, we seem to be heading to the next phases’s discipline 
of the soul. 
 

99-102. Foucault generally discusses the problem of how to fix crimes to individuals, to make the individual 
subject, more than the crime itself, the focus. Notice the general shift from criminal act to criminal identity. 
Foucault is trying to show the historical transitions. 
 

Two trends of objectification converge. One is the notion of seeing criminals as social outsiders, abnormals. The 
second is the push to measure crime (ostensibly to make punishment fair). Soon we will move to measuring 
abnormality. 
 

102.   Discusses how Enlightenment figures, the Idéologues, and their notion of semiotics was less about 
humanitarianism then an enactment of bourgeois dissident political theory that was against the ancien regime. 
“The thought of the Idéologues was not only a theory of the individual and society; it  developed as a technology 
of subtle effects, economic powers, in opposition to the sumptuous expenditure of the power of the sovereign.” 
 

Unlike the torture/terror system, which worked on the body, the punishment system works on the mind, the “soft 
fibres of the brain,” (as like an ideology). This will involve a “new politics of the body” 

 
Having set up the general problem, Foucault uses the section break to indicate a more specific 
investigation. 

 


